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Abstract 
Electron injection in an evolving ellipsoid bubble for laser wakefield acceleration is 
investigated by 2.5D PIC (Particle-In-Cell) simulation. Generally speaking, the 
self-injection electrons come from the position near the transverse radius in the bubble 
acceleration. However, we found the electrons near the laser axis also can be trapped 
into a longitudinal-expanding bubble. Moreover, this new self-injection mechanism is 
still existence after the electron self-injection stopped, which initially locates at near 
the bubble transverse radius. This phenomenon is confirmed through single-particle 
dynamic simulation. Besides, this new mechanism brings a high charge electron beam 
for acceleration, due to the sustained self-injection. 
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The laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) has been studied many years since 
1979, and it was first proposed by Tajima and Dowson1. With the development of 
laser technology, this research field has obtained abundant results2. In the early 
researches3, 4, the electron beam has 100% energy spread. In 2004, the mono-energetic 
electron beams were firstly produced in the bubble regime by three groups5-7. 
Recently, electron beams were obtained in non-preformed plasma channels with an 
energy up to 2 GeV by using a 7cm-long gas cell8. An electron beam with energy of 
4.2 GeV was reported by using 16 J of a laser and a plasma channel produced 
9cm-long capillary discharge9.  
The electron bubble was firstly proposed by Pukhov et al. through PIC 
(Particle-In-Cell) simulation in 200210. When an intense laser pulse penetrates 
through a low-density plasma, a bucket forms after all the plasma electrons interacting 
with the focused laser pulse are expelled by the radiation pressure, leaving the ions 
immobile. The charge-separation field attracts bulk electrons along the axis and forms 
a cavity devoid of electrons (bubble), which trails the driving laser beam at relativistic 
speed. Based on the research of W. Lu et al., the stable bubble shape is sphere11-13 . 
However, the general bubble is ellipsoid which depends on the laser and plasma 
parameters, and its shape also changes following laser propagated into plasma.14-16.  
If some plasma electrons were trapped into plasma wakefield or bubble regime, 
they can be accelerated and obtained high energy finally. The trapping process was 
named as the electron self-injection in laser plasma acceleration. In the previous 
researches, the majority of acceleration electrons come from the position near the 
transverse radius of bubble 17-19 and the charge of electron beam depends on the 
bubble geometry14. In this paper, it is found that some electrons from the position near 
the laser axis injected into the bubble and obtained high energy through PIC 
simulation. This phenomenon is different with the electron self-injection in the plasma 
wave, which was explained by 1D longitudinal wave breaking20. In our research, the 
election injection near the laser axis in bubble regime attributed to the evolving 
longitudinal radius of bubble and the laser field. This kind of electron injection is also 
confirmed through single particle dynamics. 
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The 2.5D PIC simulations were performed using the electromagnetic relativistic 
code “ZOHAR”21. The laser beam was linearly polarized in the y-direction with a 
Gaussian focused profile: 
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where ( ) 0.52 20( ) 1 L Rw x w x x z = + −  , 0w  is the laser waist, Lx  is the position of the 
laser waist, 20Rz wπ λ=  is the Rayleigh length, and 21τ = fs is the pulse duration. 
The laser wavelength was 800=λ nm and the resolution was 32dx λ= and
64pdy λ= , where pλ  is the plasma wavelength. The laser beam was focused at the 
left edge of the plasma. In the following analysis, the bubble radius is obtained by PIC 
simulation whereas the bubble velocity is set by theory to be 21bv γ −= −  with 
00.45= cn nγ 22. 
     When a laser ( 0 5a = and 0 20w λ= ) interacted with an underdense plasma 
( 0 0.002 cn n= ), an electron bubble was formed. As shown in Fig. 1 (a) for simulation 
time at 600fs, it is a transversely ellipsoid bubble with the transverse radius is
19.38R λ⊥ = and the longitudinal radius is || 17.44R λ= . Along with the laser 
propagating into plasma, laser profile was modulated by the plasma and it caused the 
bubble shape changing. At 2581fs, the transverse and longitudinal radiuses of bubble 
are 16.78 λ and 25.00 λ, respectively. It is a longitudinally ellipsoid bubble, as 
presented in Fig. 1 (b). In this case, the bubble geometry changes from transversely 
ellipsoid to longitudinally ellipsoid following with time. Meanwhile, there are some 
acceleration electrons in the bubble and the energy spectrum of them at 2581fs was 
plotted in Fig. 1(c). The maximum of electron energy is 226 MeV and the energy 
spread is 31.7%E EΔ = . Traced back to the initial position (denoted as 0x , 0y ) of 
these energetic electrons ( 10iE MeV≥ ), as revealed in Fig.1 (d), one can find that 
there are some electrons came from the position near the transverse radius of bubble 
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while many of electrons located near the laser axis initially. For simplicity, we named 
the first kind of electrons as far-axis injection electrons and the second kind of them 
as near-axis injection electrons. In this case, the far-axis injection electrons initially 
locate close to the plasma boundary while the near-axis injection electrons are 
distributing along the way of laser propagating, especially their initial position
0 500x λ> .  
   There are three typical dynamics for the electrons around the bubble during the 
self-injection process, and their trajectories are analyzed through the PIC simulation 
as shown in Figs. 1(e) and (f). The first kind of them (y0=40λ, denoted by the green 
line) is the near-axis injection electron and it can be trapped into the transversely 
ellipsoid bubble at 600fs. The second kind of electrons (y0=30λ, denoted by the blue 
line) is initially around the transverse radius of bubble and is injected to the bubble. 
This injection process has been studied on the previous researches, and it was named 
as far-axis injection electron in this paper. The last kind of electrons (y0=20λ, denoted 
by the black line) is pushed out by the laser field and forms the bubble electron sheath. 
It is noted that the motion of the near-axis injection electrons is always in the core of 
bubble, while the far-axis injection electrons forms the bubble electron sheath firstly 
and then injects into the bubble. 
At 1651fs, the same three kinds of electrons are also analyzed in a longitudinally 
ellipsoid bubble, as presented in Fig. 1(f). The near-axis injection still occurred while 
the fax-axis injection has stopped. For the far-axis electron injection, based on the 
previous researches: the injection process could stop as laser propagating in the 
plasma23, 24and it also disappear when the bubble shape deviated seriously from a 
spherical shape14. In this case, when the far-axis self-injection stopped at 1651fs, it is 
sustainability for the near-axis injection. Then it is possible to increase the charge of 
acceleration electrons through the near-axis injection.  
Based on the research of Kostyukov et al.23, the bubble shape is assumed as a 
fixed sphere. When bubble radius and it velocity have the relationship 1 2Rγ ≤ , 
the electron near the bubble radius can be trapped into the bubble. Meanwhile, in the 
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research of S. Kalmykov et al. 24, the bubble geometry is assumed as an expanding 
sphere. When the radius expands with enough large expansion rate, some electrons 
near the bubble radius can be injected into the bubble. After that, the bubble radius 
becomes stable or decreases, the self-injection stopped. In the both theories, it was 
assumed that the electrons near the laser axis were totally pushed out by laser field. 
However, when the laser intensity is weak, some electrons could pass though the laser 
field and move into the core of bubble15. It is possible for these electrons to be 
captured by the bubble and obtained high energy. 
The single electron dynamic was used to confirm the near-axis self-injection and 
to analyze the condition for this phenomenon. According to the result of PIC 
simulation, as shown in Fig. 2(a), the bubble shape changes from transversely to 
longitudinally ellipsoid. The longitudinal radius of bubble is changing sharply 
compared with the transverse radius. For simplicity, it is assumed that the longitudinal 
radius of bubble is increasing with time while the transverse radius is stable 
( 20.00R λ⊥ = ). In this case, the maximum value of growth rate for the longitudinal 
radius is 0.025 fsλ . 
Based on the theory of ellipsoid bubble14, the electromagnetic field in bubble can 
be written as:  
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where, bx v tξ = − ， ||= R Rη ⊥ . The bubble velocity is also set by theory to be 
21bv γ −= −  with 00.45= cn nγ 22. The effect of residual electrons is ignored 
( 0an = , 0av = ) in this paper. Here, we use dimensionless units, normalizing the 
length to pk , the velocity to c , the electric field to pmc eω and the magnetic field to
pm eω .  
The trajectory of an electron in the bubble was investigated by numerically 
solving the relativistic Newton-Lorentz equation, P PΕ Bd e
dt γ
 
= − + ×   , with the 
fourth-order Runge-Kutta method23-27. A schematic representation of an electron in the 
bubble field is presented in Fig. 2 (b). Considering the limited distribution of the 
bubble field, a modified factor ( ) ( )||tanh 1 2f r R d r d = − +   was multiplied 
with Eqs. (2)-(7) during calculation bubble field, where ( )2 2 2 2r y zξ η= + + and 
d is the width of the electron sheath. In our calculation, 0.5=d was used and the laser 
field was also introduced. The position of the core of laser pulsed located at the front 
of bubble. Initially, the electron at rest in front of the bubble with an initial position 
defined as 0x , 0y .To depict the process of the bubble evolving, the longitudinal radius 
is growing in time: 0|| ||R R tε= + •  and the transverse radius is fixed: 5.62R⊥ = . The 
maximum value of the corresponding normalized growth rate for the case in Figs. 1 is
max 0.065ε = . 
     The trajectories of three electrons with different initial positions in the bubble 
coordinate system were presented in Fig. 2(c). The initially longitudinal radius of 
bubble is 0|| 5.8R = and the growth rate is 0.06ε = , which is corresponding to the 
parameters in the Fig. 1(e). The electron with 0 5.87y = (blue line) was trapped in the 
bubble, which has been discussed in previous research23. At the same time, the 
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electron with 0 2.89y = (green line) interacted with laser field firstly, entered into the 
bubble field and accelerated in the bubble finally. It is consistent with the result of 
PIC simulation as shown in Fig. 1(e). As presented in Fig. 2(d), the bubble shape is 
longitudinally ellipsoid initially with 0|| 7.62R = and 0.06ε = . The electron with 
0 5.62y = (blue line) was not trapped into the bubble, which means the far-axis 
electron injection has stopped. However, the electron located in 00 0.39y≤ ≤ and
01.02 1.39y≤ ≤ can be captured into the bubble. It means the near-axis electrons could 
inject into the bubble when the far-axis injection stopped. 
For the near-axis electron injection, it should attribute to the bubble evolving and 
the laser field. As shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b), the near-axis self-injection did not 
appear in a fixed bubble ( 0ε = ). The other parameters are same as that of the initial 
parameters in Figs. 2(c) and (d). Besides, the near-axis self-injection also did not 
occur in an evolving sphere bubble without the laser field, as shown in Fig. 3(c). The 
bubble parameters are same as them in Ref. [24]24. For the laser parameters, based on 
the research of W. Lu et al.13, the laser intensity is 20 4 6.25a R= = , the laser waist is
0 50w λ=  and the laser pulse is 21 fsτ = , respectively. Including the laser field, it is 
found that the area of the far-axis injection was reduced from 03.20 5.80y≤ ≤  to
04.21 5.80y≤ ≤ . At the same time, some electrons near the laser axis injected into the 
bubble, and the region of them is 00 1.23y≤ ≤ . Although the transverse radius of 
bubble is fixed in our assumption, the same phenomenon also appears.  
As presented in Figs. 4, it was studied that the dependence of the region of the 
near-axis injection on the longitudinal radius growth rate (ε) in different shape 
bubbles. The relationship between the electron final energy and its initial position (y0) 
was plotted in Fig. 4(a). The parameters are same as that of them in Fig. 2(c). The 
initial position of high energy electrons is the injection area for the bubble 
acceleration. For the far-axis injection, the minimum and the maximum of injection 
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position were donated by minfarR and maxfarR , respectively.  For the near-axis injection, 
min
nearR and maxnearR were used. In this case, min 2.89nearR = , max 4.12nearR = , 
min 5.87farR = and 
max 6.39farR = , respectively. The far-axis injection area is from minfarR to maxfarR , as donated 
by red region in Fig. 4(b). With the growth rate of longitudinal radius increases, more 
electrons can be trapped into the bubble either through the fax-axis injection or the 
near-axis injection. When 0.14ε ≥ , all of the electrons before the bubble could be 
injected into the bubble. It should own to the growth of longitudinal radius is faster 
than the electron motion in the bubble, where electron cannot escape from the bubble 
and it is impossible for the bubble acceleration. It is noted that the threshold value for 
the far-axis injection is 0.046ε = , while it is 0.05ε = for the near-axis injection. For 
the transversely ellipsoid bubble ( 0|| 4.8R = ), as shown in Fig. 4(c), the near-axis 
electron injection appears when 0.07ε ≥ . For the longitudinally ellipsoid bubble 
( 0|| 7.6R = ), the threshold value is 0.04ε = , as revealed in Fig. 4(d). It means the 
near-axis electron injection appears facility in the longitudinal ellipsoid bubble.  
At last, we compared the characteristics of acceleration electron beam in the case 
of near-axis injection with the case of far-axis electron injection. When a laser 
( 0 10a =  and 0 5w λ= ) interacted with the plasma ( 0 0.002 cn n= , the same plasma 
density as Figs. 1), the distribution of plasma density at 2581fs was plotted in Fig.5 
(a). The initial position of acceleration electrons were plotted in Fig. 5(b) and the most 
of them distributed near the transverse radius. It means the near-axis injection did not 
happen in this case. Meanwhile, the energy spread of these acceleration electrons is 
10.24% as presented in Fig. 5(c), which is much better than that of then in the case of 
Figs. 1. The number of acceleration electrons keeps stable after 1500fs for this case 
(green line), as shown in Fig. 5(d). While, the number of acceleration electrons 
increasing continuously following with time in the case of near-axis electron 
self-injection. It means the near-axis electron self-injection could produce a more 
electric quantity electron beam.  
In this paper, we found that the electrons near the laser axis could be injected 
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into the bubble and becomes acceleration electron. When the shape of bubble is 
unstable, this injection cross-section will appear, even the electron self-injection near 
the bubble transverse radius did not happen. It is easy found in the longitudinal 
ellipsoid bubble and this electron injection could produce a large electric quantity 
electron beam.  
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Figure Caption 
Figure 1 
The distribution of electron density when a laser ( 0 5a = , 0 20w λ= and 21 fsτ = ) 
interacted with an under-dense plasma with 0 0.002 cn n=  at 600fs (a) and 2581fs(b). 
The energy spectrum (c) and the initial position (d) for acceleration electrons at 
2581fs. The electron trajectories for different position electrons in different shape 
bubbles calculated using PIC simulation (e) t=600fs, (f) t=1651fs 
Figure 2 
The electron motion calculated through single particle dynamics. (a) The longitudinal 
radius and transverse radius of bubble as a function of time in the case of Figs. 1. (b) 
The geometry of single dynamics in the bubble field. The electron trajectories in a 
transverse bubble (c) and a longitudinally ellipsoid bubble (d). The parameters are 
corresponding to them in Fig. 1(e) and (f). The growth rate of longitudinal radius is
0.06ε = . 
Figure3  
The trajectories of electrons in the non-evolving transversely ellipsoid bubble (a) and 
longitudinally ellipsoid bubble (b). The parameters are same as them in Fig. 2(c) 
and(d), respectively. The trajectories of electrons in an evolving sphere bubble 
without laser field(c) and with laser field(d). The bubble parameters are same as them 
in Ref. [23]. The laser parameters are calculated based on the theory proposed by W. 
Lu et al. in Ref [13]. 
Figure 4 
The electron trapping cross-area as a function of the growth rate of longitudinal radius 
in different shape bubble. (a) the relationship between the electrons final energy and 
their initial position. (b)The bubble parameters are same as them in Fig. 2(c). The 
trapping cross-area also calculated in the initially transverse ellipsoid(c) and the 
initially longitudinal ellipsoid bubble (d). The transverse radius is 5.8 and the initial 
longitudinal radius is 4.8 and 7.6, respectively. 
Figure 5 
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Electron acceleration in a stable bubble where injection electrons majority came from 
the position near the transverse radius of bubble. (a)The distribution of electron 
density at 2581fs when a laser ( 0 5a = , 0 20w λ= and 21 fsτ = ) interacted with 
underdense plasma ( 0 0.002 cn n= ).(b)The distribution of initial position for the 
acceleration electrons. (c) The energy spectrum for the acceleration electrons in the 
stable bubble. (d)The electron number as a function of time for an evolving bubble 
(red line) and a stable bubble (green line).  
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